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MORITA DUALITY AND FINITELY GROUP-GRADED RINGS

SHENGGUI ZHANG

We give the relation between the (rigid) graded Morita duality and the Morita
duality on a finitely group-graded ring and the relation between a left Morita ring
and some of its matrix rings.

0. INTRODUCTION

The characterisations of Morita dualities can be found in [6]. (Rigid) graded Morita
dualities are characterised in [2]. We use freely the same terminologies and notations
on the Morita duality as in [6] and on the (rigid) graded Morita duality as in [2].

Throughout this paper, all rings are associative and have identity, all modules are
unitary, G is a finite group with an identity e, and \G\ = m. R is a graded ring of type
G. R- mod (R — gr) denotes the category of all*(graded) left .R-modules (of type G).

Let MQ(R) denote the ring of m by m matrices over R with rows and columns
indexed by the elements of G. If x £ Ma(R), we write xSlh for the entry in (g, h)-
position of x. Then if x,y £ MQ{R), the matrix product of xy is given by

Following [6], we call the ring

RG = {x e MG{R) | xgih e i2gh-i}

is smash product of R with G.
In this paper, we first prove that a graded ring R has a (rigid) graded Morita

duality on the left if and only if R has a left Morita duahty. Secondly, we probe that a
graded ring R has a left Morita duality if and only Mn(.R)e(</) has a left Morita duahty
for every natural number n and every 7j = (gi, g2, ..., gn) 6 Gn, where

M-n(R)e(g)=\
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Finally, we prove that a graded ring R has a left Morita duality if and only if R{S}
has a left Morita duality for any subgroup H of G, where

R{H}=\aeMa(R)\a.,,eRaHv-i= 0 Rg\.

1. GRADED MORITA DUALITY AND MORITA DUALITY

Let xeg denote the column vector with x in the ^-position and zero in the other
positions and e(g, h) denote the m by m matrix with the identity of R in the (g, h)-
position and the zero of R in the other positions. For every graded left .R-module

M = ® gM, we denote F(M) = 0 gMeg and define rfh = $^ ( Y2rg,^^rn )eg f°r

g€G g£G g \ h /
every r G R#G and m = £ ,mes G F(M). So f(Af) is a left ii#G-module with

G
this scalar multiplication and the column vector addition. Conversely, for every left

i2#G-module N, we denote G(N) — © (e(g • g)N) and define r-n = 53 rgeik9^li h)n
fl€G g€G

for every r £ R and n £ N. Let 9G(iV) = e(flr • ^)iV for every g £ G, then G(iV) is a
graded left .R-module of type G with this scalar multiplication and the original addition.
We view every graded left .R-homomorphism /': M —» N as left il#G-homomorphism

F(f):F(M)->F(N)

and view every left i2#G-homomorphism g: U —» V as a graded left iZ-homomorphism
G(ff): G(V) -» G(F). Following [9], we know that F: R-gr -+ R#G - mod and
G: -R#G - mod -> il - pr are functors such that FG = 1 and GF = 1. It is
clear that a graded left .R-homomorphism /': M —»• TV" is monic (epic) if and only if
F(f): F(M) -» F(JV) is monic (epic) and a left -R#G-homomorphism g: U -> V is
monic (epic) if and only if G(^): G(Z7) —> G(V) is monic (epic). So the lattice of
submodules of a left i?#G-module U is isomorphic to the lattice of graded submodules
of G(U). Then we have the following.

LEMMA 1 . 1 . Let M be a left R#G-modvde, then

(1) M is injective if and only if G(M) is gr-injective.
(2) M is finitely cogenerated if and only if G(M) is finitely gr-cogenerated.
(3) M is cogenerator if and only if {(g)G(M) \ g G G} is a set of cogeneiators

in R — gr.

DEFINITION 1.2: (1) Suppose M is a left .R-module TOJ G M, Mj is a submodule
of M, i G / . A family {mi, Mj}ig/ is called solvable in case there is an m G M such
that m — m,- G Mi for all i G / , it is called finitely solvable if {TOJ, Mi}igf is solvable
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for any finite subset F C. I, and the module M is called linearly compact in case any
finitely solvable family of M is solvable.

(2) Let M be a graded left .R-module. A pair (m, N) is called a homogeneous
pair of degree g if N is a graded submodule of M and m £g M. A homogeneous
family of M is a family of homogeneous pairs all of them with the same degree and
the graded left .R-module M is called </r-linearly compact in case any finitely solvable
homogeneous family of M is solvable.

LEMMA 1 . 3 . (1) RR is gr-Hnearly compact if R#GR#G ls linearly compact.

(2) G(M) is gr-linearly compact if a left R#G-module M is linearly compact.

PROOF: (1) Suppose that {m,-, Mj}jgT is a finitely solvable homogeneous family

of RR with the same degree g. Let Mf = {a £ MQ{R) \ a9lh £gft-i Mi} and

mf = 53 TOje^fc, h), i £ I. For every finite subset F C. I, {TO.;, Mj},gf is solvable,
ftgG

so there is a mp £ M such that mp — m{ £ M,-, i £ F, so gmp — rrn £9 Mi, i 6 F.
Let mf = J2 gmFei9h, h), then mf £ R#G such that mf - mf £ Mf, i £ F.

hea
So {TJI*, Mf}i£i is finitely solvable. Since R^GR^G is linearly compact, there is an

r £ R#G such that r - mf £ M*, i £ I, so r9ie - m; £s Mj C Afj, i £ I , so RR is

^r-lineary compact.

(2) Suppose that {n,-, iVj},-ej is a finitely solvable homogeneous family of G(M)
with the same degree g(g € G) and n,- = e(</, <7)TOJ, TO; £ M, i £ I. Let Mj = -F(iVj),
i E I. For any finite subset F C. I, {n.j, JV,-}igj? is solvable. So there is an np £ G(M)
such that

— «t £ -W.', » £ f , so s n p — n; £fl iVj, i £ F. Let np = V^ e(fc, h)mSh\ then

e(5, f7)m(9) - e(g, g)mi = e(g, g)(rn^ - m.) £9 JV,-, i £ F

Since JV< = G(Mi), i £ F , gNi = e(g, g)Miy i £ F, m^ - m ; £ Mi, i £ F .
Therefore, {m;, Mj},-g,- is finitely solvable. M is linearly compact, so there is TO £ M
such that m — mi £ Mi, i £ / . Let n = e(<7, 5)m, then n £ G(M) such that
n — n,- £ G(Mj) = Ni, i £ / , so (7(M) is gr-hnearly compact. D

THEOREM 1 . 4 . A graded ring R has a ie/t Morita duality if and only if R has

a rigid graded Morita duality on the left.

PROOF: If R has a rigid graded Morita duality on the left, then R has a left
Morita duality by [3, Proposition 4.3].

Conversely, if R has a left Morita duality then R#G has a left Morita duality
by [8] Theorem 3.9. Suppose that R#G has a left Morita duality induced by a left
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-module W, then R#GR#G is linearly compact and W is a linearly compact
finitely cogenerated injective cogenerator by [7] Theorem 4.5. So G{W) is a </r-finitely
cogenerated ^r-linearly compact left R-module such that {{g)G(W) | g £ G} is a set
of cogenerators of R — gr by Lemma 1.1 and 1.3, and RR is pr-linearly compact by
Lemma 1.3. Therefore R has a rigid graded. Morita duality on the left by [3] Theorem
5.19. D

2. MORITA RINGS AND MATRIX RINGS

For any natural number n and every g = (gi, gz, . . . , gn) £ Gn and every h £ G,
let

Mn{R)h{g) =

91 n1 \

vdots

I \To-ho~l Tn,

and Mn(il)(5) = ® Mn(.R)fc(<;), then Mn(i2)e(g) a ring with the matrix multiplica-

tion and the matrix addition and Mn(R)(g) is a graded ring of type G, we have

THEOREM 2 . 1 . If R has a left Morita duality, then Mn(i?)e(^) has a Jeft Morita
duality for every natural number n and every ~g £ Gn. Conversely, it Mn{R)e(g) has
a left Morita duality for some natural number n and every g~ £ Gn, then R has a left
Morita duality.

PROOF: If it has a left Morita duality, and let E be the minimal injective cogen-
erator of Re — mod , then Re has a left Morita duality and Rg and Hom.R9 {Re, E)
are linearly compact for every g £ G\ {e} by [2] Theorem 2.3. Following [4], we know
the matrix ring Mn(R)e{§) has a left Morita duality for every natural number n and
every g~ £ Gn.

Conversely, if the matrix ring Mn(R)e(g) has a left Morita duality for some natural
number n and every ~g £ Gn, then, following [4], Re has a left Morita duality, and

R _i and Homjj,. ( R - i , E I are linearly compact, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n, so Rc has
3iSj ^ 9x9 j J

a left Monta duality and Rg and Hom/ts (Rg, E) are linearly compact for every g £
G \ {e}. Following [2] Theorem 2.3, R has a left Morita duality. D

THEOREM 2 . 2 . If R is a strongly graded ring and Mn(iZ)(p) has a left Morita
duality for some natural number n and some g~ £ Gn, then R has a left Morita duality.

PROOF: If R is a strongly graded ring, then Mn(R)(g~) is a strongly graded ring
by [5] Theorem 1.5.6. Mn(R)c(g) has a left Morita duality, so Mn(R)(g) has a left
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Morita duality by [2] Corollary 2.6. Since Mn(R){]j) is equivalent to R, R has a left

Morita duality by [7] Corollary 4.6.

If U is a nonempty subset of G, let R(u) = X) R*- Suppose H is a subgroup of

G, we define i ? { ^ } C MG(R) by

= {a € JJfo(fl) | aXty e RxHy-i}- rj

THEOREM 2 . 3 . If i? has a left Morita duality, then R{H} has a left Morita

duality for any subgroup H of G. Conversely, if R{H} has a left Morita duality for

some subgroup H of G, then R has a left Morita duality.

PROOF: R has a left Morita duality, so R#G has a left Morita duality by [8]

Theorem 3.9, so, R{H} has a left Morita duality by [6] Lemma 1.2 and [2] Corollary

2.6 for every subgroup H of G. Conversely, if R{B} has a left Morita duality for some

subgroup H of G. Since R{H} is a strongly graded ring by [6] Lemma 1.2, i l # G

has a left Morita duality by [2] Corollary 2.6. So R has a left Morita duality by [8]

Theorem 3.9. D
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